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after given char I have this string res = "AaaaaaaaaaB" After "A" is "B", so I want to extract parts of the string
after "A", but it should be possible to extract 1 "A" and 1 "B", and NOT separate string and numbers. What

should I do? A: you can use str.split after checking the first character. >>> res = "AaaaaaaaaaB" >>>
res.split("A")[1] b >>> res.split("A")[0] 'A' not an overstatement, that the 2,500% increase in US debt since
2002 (and the 1,000% increase in US Fed liabilities) has NOT been recognized by the US government. There
are several types of federal government debt, including: tax refunds providing grants and loans providing

interest free loans military spending providing defense contractors The chart below is somewhat simplified,
but points out the relative dimensions of the things which comprise the federal budget. A government which

spends money and does not tax (a.k.a. deficit spending) does not have the capacity to tax it’s citizens to fund
future spending. In other words, a defict is a hole in the budget which results in a lack of fiscal capacity. Note

that the deficit has increased for each of the past 8 years. In one day this year, the US Treasury increased
the size of its debt by more than the entire US GDP. At this point, it is clear that the US Treasury has gone on
an unsustainable path. The Federal Reserve has no ability to increase the size of the inflated money supply,

because it does not have sufficient gold on hand. The Fed does not have the resources (in gold) to buy
$400,000 worth of each dollar of money printed. In fact, it does not have enough gold to buy it's own stock of
dollars. In fact, many people have suggested that the US Treasury has been secretly selling it's 6d1f23a050
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